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Abstract

The European public sector has for a long time tried to change its activities and its relation to the public through the
production and provision of data and data-based technologies. Recent debates raised attention to data uses, through
which societal value may be realized. However, often absent from these discussions is a conceptual and methodo-
logical debate on how to grasp and study such uses. This collection proposes a turn toward data practices—intended
here as the analysis of data uses and policies, as they are articulated, understood, or turned into situated activities by
different actors in specific contexts, involving organizational rules, socioeconomic factors, discourses, and artifacts.
Through a mix of conceptual and methodological studies, the contributions explore how data-driven innovation
within public institutions is understood, imagined, planned for, conducted, or assessed. The situations examined in
this special issue show, for instance, that data initiatives carried out by different actors lack institutional rules to align
data use to the actual needs of citizens; that data scientists are important moral actors whose ethical reasoning should
be fostered; and that the materiality of data practices, such as databases, enables and constrains opportunities for
public engagement. Collectively, the contributions offer new insights into what constitutes “data-driven innovation
practices,” how different practices are assembled, and what their different political, moral, economic, and organiza-
tional implications are. The contributions focus on three particular topics of concern: the making of ethical and
normative values in practice; organizational collaborations with and around data; and methodological innovations of
studying data practices.

Policy Significance Statement

The Exploring practices of “data-driven innovation” in the European public sector collection includes articles
that examine different practical dimensions of data-driven innovation projects. The collection helps to under-
stand what types of innovation practices exist in Europe’s public sector, what distinguishes these practices, how
these different practices can be studied, and what their political, moral, economic, and organizational implica-
tions are. The collection raises questions about what it means for data-driven innovation practices to succeed or
fail, according towhom. It also proposes perspectives for policymakers on how to studywhat could be required to
support data innovation practices adequately, including through symbolic investments (e.g., in ethics and norms)
and material investments (e.g., in infrastructure).
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1. Introduction

European institutions and public sector entities across Europe have for a long time tried to change its
activities and its relation to the public through the production and provision of data and data-based
technologies. Dating back at least to the 1990s (Gray, 2014), many European institutions and organiza-
tions have focused on data provision, sharing, and use for various purposes, including the European
Commission, governments of European member states, as well as urban regions, companies, policy
networks, and civil society. For instance, the European Commission has developed various policies to
improve the provision of public sector information (Blakemore and Craglia, 2006), establish sectoral data
infrastructures (e.g., Schade et al., 2020), and balance data protection with data reuse (Borgesius et al.,
2015). Often, regulatory frameworks and innovation initiatives aim at creating different kinds of value,
including economic, democratic, environmental, cultural, and social ones, by assisting policy and
decision-making to address pressing societal issues. However, examples of the practical realization of
these data policies, and their effects, are still rarely studied or shared (Galasso et al., 2022).

Benchmarks that support public policy in assessing open data initiatives suggest that data use is often
neglected in assessments of open data portals and other public technology policies and strategies
(Zuiderwijk et al., 2021). To address this gap, public policy initiatives and open data measurement
projects such as the EuropeanOpen DataMaturity Report have begun exploring the realization of “value”
from using open datasets (European Commission, 2022). However, we argue that the term “data use”
remains conceptually unspecified by such measurement efforts and can mean various noncomparable
phenomena, from brief vignettes and self-reported descriptions of use purposes to quantitative studies or
interview-based reconstructions of experiences andwork processes. Although the growing interest in data
use is promising, it may also be problematic if it is not accompanied by more conceptual and methodo-
logical reflections on what constitutes data use. As Ruijer et al. argue, studies on open data uses have
tended to consider general user requirements, such as completeness, timeliness, and quality of data, while
leaving aside the roles and relations between citizens and governments, and how the context of data use,
such as social forces and structures may influence data use (Ruijer et al., 2020; Ruijer and Meijer, 2020).

To contribute to these debates, we propose a turn toward data practices within studies of data and
policy. Our proposal aligns with social scientists who have recently proposed a practice-theoretical
perspective on data uses that unpacks how data uses unfold through arrangements and relations between
human actors, contexts, objects, discourses, and structured actions (Leonelli, 2020; Burckhardt et al.,
2021; Fiske et al., 2022). These scholars share the argument that data policies ought to be informed by
practices with data, rather than by a priori definitions of data types that inform their production,
circulation, and repurposability (e.g., defining data as open data, public sector data, or personal data).
Instead, these scholars say that data are shaped by the practices they are part of and that the relationship
between data objects, data use purposes, and data practices deserves more scrutiny in public policy. Some
of these authors have called for amore granular description of the activities that data enable (e.g., filtering,
sorting, making visible, comparing, predicting, see also Christin, 2020). Other scholars have stressed the
need for structural or socioeconomic factors influencing data practices, drawing on Bourdieu’s practice
theory (Dencik, 2019). Burkhardt et al. call for amore open-ended “praxeology of data” (Burckhardt et al.,
2021, p. 20) that “approaches data practices as cooperatively performed, articulated and understood
through specific and shifting [human and non-human] arrangements” (ibid.). Practice-theoretical scholars
consider data practices as the performance and construction of social order through data, which is both a
symbolic and material resource. Burkhardt et al. argue that a “praxeology of data” can avoid many
abstracting tendencies around datafication and empirically specify, with sound social research, how data
are imagined, created, and worked with in practice, and the discourse around those same data practices.
An example for this would be how particular representations of digital data—such as classifications in a
dashboard—are used in everyday situations to judge a citizen’s eligibility for welfare payments. Since
these conceptually promising approaches have rarely been applied to the study of data policies and their
translation into data innovation initiatives in the European public sector, we hope that this collection may
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facilitate the dialogue between studies of practices in social science and studies of data (public) policy
(Magaudda and Mora, 2019).

What does a practice-theoretical approach to data innovations entail? In the past decades, several
practice theories were developed that sometimes have different conceptual assumptions and objects of
study (for an overview of practice theories and their origins, see Magaudda and Mora, 2019). As
sociologist Theodore Schatzki reminds us, practice approaches contrast with theories that develop
institutional or structural explanations for human behavior. Such an approach sidesteps abstracted mental
processes that inform an individual’s behavior, as well as rules that structure actions, and instead considers
how concrete symbolic and material aspects result in structured actions (Knorr-Cetina, Schatzki, Von
Savigny, 2001). From a practice-theoretical point of view, agency is distributed across human and
nonhuman actors, including material infrastructure and norms, that result in an orderly action. Informed
by practice theory, data practice means studying routine practices around data that generate meaning
through action. Following practice theory means to unpack the ingredients of practices, including
individuals, contexts, artifacts, discourses, routine activities, and their embeddedness in wider contexts.
Accordingly, data practices are the analysis of data uses and policies, as they are articulated, understood,
or turned into situated activities by different actors in specific contexts, involving rules, socioeconomic
factors, discourses, artifacts, and other elements.

Some social scientists have explored data practices in the public sector, exploring questions related to
labor, the effects of data-intense technologies on decision-making, or how the imaginations of designs for
data-intense technologies are implemented. For instance, open data standards not only become a resource
to be tapped but also have consequences for knowledge workers within government agencies (Denis and
Goëta, 2017). Other scholars examined how specific social groups understand “data innovation,” such as
by looking at how “ideals” of smart cities are brought into “practice” by local administration employees
(Madsen, 2018) or emphasizing the “complex set of interactions” underpinning innovative forms of data
sharing at the local level based (Ruijer and Meijer, 2020). A practice-theoretical approach to researching
data and policy invites reflection about the effects of data innovation programs. It also allows us to ask
what kinds of practices public institutions could experiment with and how this changes the relations
between the public sector and various publics. To give one example, we may think of participatory design
practices that actively create controversies around smart cities as a way of making space for public
engagement (Baibarac-Duignan and de Lange, 2021).

The articles in this collection provide analytical studies on the actual practices of data-driven
innovation in the public sector. Through a mix of conceptual and empirical studies, the contributions
explore how data-driven innovation within public institutions is understood, imagined, planned for,
conducted, or assessed by the actors involved in these innovation programs. Collectively, it is our hope
that they broaden our understanding of what a “data-driven innovation practice” might include, how
different practices are assembled, and what their different political, moral, economic, and organizational
implications are.

2. Overview of papers

For this collection, we accepted contributions informed by a practice-based understanding of data policies
that were open to different conceptual and methodological approaches of what constitutes a practice and
how to study it conceptually andmethodologically. Thereby, wewanted to reflect the varieties of practice-
theoretical approaches conducted around the public sector. The scholars represented in this collection
belong to disciplines such as information sciences, sociology, media studies, STS, and empirical
philosophy.

Gangneux and Joss explore in their article “Crisis as driver of digital transformation? Scottish local
governments’ response to COVID-19” how the COVID-19 pandemic has led to an intensification of
public sector data use and sharing between Scottish local authorities. Using surveys, focus group
discussions, and interviews, the paper discusses how authorities exchanged health-related data and
integrated datasets related to public services. The authors suggest that the surveyed local governments
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predominantly worked with, and exchanged public sector data, while third-sector data were seen as useful
by many respondents but rarely used, thus highlighting a discrepancy between perceived importance and
practical use. The article also suggests that Scottish local authorities were quick to adapt their data
integration and sharing approaches to deliver information on the COVID-19 pandemic, while also
highlighting the need for sustained investments to grow teams and infrastructure.

Liva et al. (2023) ask in their article “City data ecosystems between theory and practice: A qualitative
exploratory study in seven European cities”what currently prevents the establishment of data ecosystems,
examining the experiences and obstacles to data sharing within seven municipal administrations in
Europe. Relying on expert interviews with policy officers, technology specialists, or heads of unit of
digital or smart city departments, the study explored the roles and perspectives of actors engaged in a data
sharing ecosystem, the incentives to share data, data governance models, and technologies for data
sharing. Its findings suggest that across all surveyed cities, private sector organizations play a limited role
in data sharing, that technological perspectives of the data ecosystems capture the attention of cities’
representatives more than the socio-technological ones, and the predominance of centralized digital
infrastructure.

Chignard and Glatron consider, through 10 years of experience in the French city Rennes, how data
collaborations are organized at a local scale. Their article “Data collaborations at a local scale: Lessons
learnt in Rennes (2010–2021)” elaborates on trustworthy data governance at municipal level, using cases
from the culture and energy sectors. They pay particular attention to the relationships between the
different actors that are involved in data sharing and use, and underline three main messages. First, they
advocate for a holistic approach to data governance, especially at the local level, due to the power
dynamics between different sectoral data governance approaches that interact are highly intertwined.
Second, Chignard and Glatron call for public authorities to act in their role as infrastructure providers and
potential data intermediaries—while at the same time being cautious of potential conflicts of interest, and
suggesting the creation of a new non-for-profit data intermediary at the local level. Third, the authors
underline the required (long) process of building trust between the many actors that are involved in the
data exchange and its valorization. They stress the need for strategic alignments and regulatory frame-
works that enable in-depth experimentation and accept failures.

Thuermer et al. (2024) explore how quadruple helix collaborations between SMEs, municipal
authorities, and citizens may utilize citizen data toward the benefit of citizens in order to accomplish
more just outcomes through data innovation activities. In their article “When data meets citizens: an
investigation of citizen engagement in data-driven innovation programmes,” the authors develop a
comparative case study of two air quality data collaborations in the United Kingdom and Belgium,
how these envisioned the role of citizens as active participants and beneficiaries, and how the data were
ultimately put to use. The study finds differences in how the collaborations accomplished benefits for
citizens, which varied by how project stakeholders envisioned the roles and needs of citizens, how they
designed and prioritized actions to accomplish these benefits, and funding priorities shaping engagement
with citizens. The concrete realization of citizen engagement led to promissory future value and the
improvement of processes within partner organizations, raising questions around the just distribution of
such value. As a response, the authors argue for “data justice plans” as a way of informing citizen
engagement in the funding and project development processes.

How the material and infrastructural dimensions matter for public data practices demonstrates the
contribution by Gray. In his article “What do data portals do? Tracing the politics of online devices for
making data public,” Gray explores novel digital methods for a study of the materiality and performance
of data practices. Building on the notion of digital infrastructures as devices (Ruppert et al., 2013), his
piece contributes three methods for empirically studying data portals as technopolitical devices, including
interface analysis, software analysis, and metadata analysis. Each method provides an empirical entry
point into how data portals become dynamic, heterogeneous, and contested sites of public sector
datafication. These methodological approaches to data portals are intended to contribute to critically
assessing how participation around public sector datafication is invited and organized with portals, and
how participation may be rethought and recomposed.
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VanMaanen discusses why a study of practices is always political. In his commentary “Studying open
government data: Acknowledging practices and politics,” he reviews the recent turn toward practice-
oriented studies of open government data initiatives, and explores what an emphasis on their practical and
political dimensions might mean. Proposing a praxeographic approach (Mol, 2002) to open government
data practices, he argues that any seemingly stable phenomena such as databases should be seen as the
results or products, rather than as starting points, of interactions that include discursive elements, material
objectifications, and activities. Van Maanen argues that scholars should attend to how open government
data policies present solutions to what kind of problems, and provide detailed empirical analysis of how
different actors practically accomplish open data to address particular problems.

Wieringa explores what a praxeographic approach can teach us about how different actors realize
algorithmic accountability in practice. In their research article “‘Hey SyRI, tell me about algorithmic
accountability’: Lessons from a landmark case,” the authors ask how algorithmic accountability succeeds
or falls short through different practices. Taking the Dutch System Risk Indication (SyRI) as an empirical
case, the author argues that different fora enact different, and somewhat incompatible types of account-
ability, by asking different kinds of medium-specific questions about SyRI from different perspectives
with varying power relations. Wieringa argues that the current way of enacting accountability in practice
hinges predominantly on an ex ante responsiveness of political fora such as parliament and court, making
mitigation of harms as they occur very difficult to mitigate for other actors. According to Wieringa,
strengthening ex ante political accountability fora could help alleviate these shortcomings.

Kersing, van Zoonen, Putters, and Oldenhof’s article contributes to studies on the impact of data-
driven tools on frontline bureaucrats with an exploration of how daily work practices, role identities, and
norms of frontline bureaucrats change in situ when working with new data tools. Their article “The
changing roles of frontline bureaucrats in the digital welfare state: The case of a data dashboard in
Rotterdam’sWork and Income department” offers an empirical study about the impact of a data dashboard
in the Work and Income Department of the municipality of Rotterdam. Through a mix of interviews,
on-site observations, and document analysis, the authors describe a contested shift of role identities
among frontline bureaucrats from a client coach toward a caseload manager. In the absence of established
practical norms, the authors identify that the dashboard implementation is contested on the basis of data
quality, service delivery quality, and what the dashboard’s data representations mean.

How practitioners involved in data innovation programs could develop good judgment of and
sensitivity to ethical issues was explored in the contribution by Lähteenoja and Karhu. Their commentary
“The virtuous smart city: Bridging the gap between ethical principles and practices of data-driven
innovation” asked what a virtue-based approach could contribute to translate abstract normative prin-
ciples into the dailywork of practitioners who engage in andwith data-driven innovation processes. Using
a dialogic case-study approach, the authors explore in two cases of data-driven innovation in the city of
Helsinki, Finland, and how such an approach could foster ethical sensitivity in practical situations of
dealing with data-intense technologies. The authors argue that such an approach to sensitizing practi-
tioners may be helpful for those cases of data-driven innovation in which novel and unknown contexts are
explored in practice.

3. Analysis

By comparing the different concerns of the contributions, we can discern the following thematic clusters:
the making of ethical and normative values in practice; organizational collaborations with and around
data; and methodological innovations of studying data practices.

A practice-based perspective on data innovation initiatives suggests that the analytical value of data is
often acknowledged as promissory future use, but it can be unclear in the existing situations studied. This
finding applies to private company data shared with public institutions, to citizen-generated data for air
pollutionmonitoring, as well as to data tools adopted inwelfare departments. Several authors suggested that
in order to understand value creation, themaking of norms, ethics, and accountability must be understood in
practice. Contributions approached these topics focusing on different units of analysis, including the moral
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improvisation work of frontline workers who must develop new roles in interaction with a dashboard
(Kersing et al., 2022), the practical activities of public institutions and media to reconstruct the origins and
effects of algorithmic harms (Wieringa, 2023), amethod for developing reflexive practices for data scientists
(Lähteenoja and Karhu, 2023), or public–private collaborations that use citizen-generated data to address
public issues (Thuermer et al., 2024). For instance, Thuermer et al. highlight a lack of institutional rules, such
as professional norms or funding requirements, that would align data practices with the actual needs of
citizens. In the absence of such rules, data innovation programsmay create value for some other actors, such
as the innovators themselves, while off-loading costs of ethical decision-making to frontline civil servants.
Other authors (Lähteenoja and Karhu, 2023) emphasize the critical capacities of data and AI practitioners
andmethods for translating values into data-intense technologies. This perspective considers the role of data
scientists as moral actors and develops reflexive methods that can foster their ethical sensitivity in practical
situations of dealing with data in novel and unknown contexts. The contributions attest to the importance of
studying the making of different values in practice—such as through ethical decision-making, the estab-
lishment of shared frames for action (i.e., norms), or accountability fora—and the effects and challenges
different practices of realizing values bring about. Collectively, the contributions stress that existing data
practices realize certain kinds of values. For instance, Kersing et al. show how the absence of formalized
norms requires frontline staff to improvise moral decisions in practice. Taking a different example,
Wieringa’s study of how algorithmic accountability is done in practice shows how different ways of
practicing accountability create different kinds of accountability and different normative values associated
with them. Based on these findings, we can extend the call by vanMaanen to politicize the morality of data
practices and call for a study of how data practices involve practices of valuation (Dussauge et al., 2015).
This may broaden our perspective on what kinds of norms and ethics are currently highlighted in the field
and which ones are neglected.

Another set of contributions was interested in organizational collaborations with and around data. The
pieces dedicated to this topic shared an interest in values actors associated with different kinds of data,
organizational, technological, and legal arrangements to access, distribute, and reuse data, as well as the
sustainability and justice of these efforts over time. It is noteworthy that these studies consider practices by
reconstructing these arrangements through interviews, rather than employing on-site observations of how
policymakers, designers, technologists, public servants, or other groups are involved in these activities.
Regarding the value of accessing, distributing, and reusing data, the articles suggest a general tendency of
public sector bodies to find data from within the public sector more valuable than from the private sector
data. The study byGangneux and Joss suggests that data originating fromorganizations outside of the public
sector are perceived as less relevant due to the practical needs of public sector bodies. The studies confirm
the argument made byDatta Burton et al. (2022) that the valuation of different data is relative to the practice
in which data is used. Liva et al., for instance, suggest that while senior public sector officials suggest that
private data may hold promissory value in the future, their usefulness is not clear in the current situation.
Thuermer et al. suggest a similar finding for quadruple helix collaborations involving citizens on amunicipal
level in citizen science activities. Their study argues that municipal and private actors involved in soliciting
air quality data envisioned benefits for citizens to accrue as a downstream effect. Value for citizens remained
unfulfilled and without a clear pathway for realizing it, because these benefits were not integrated into the
project architecture. These studies also considered the infrastructural setup of collaborating around data,
mostly by surveying existing information infrastructure. This approach is less grounded in micro-
perspectives of people’s practical activities, or how the materiality of infrastructure affects practices, but
rather in mapping what we might call the “infrastructural situatedness” (Gerlitz et al., 2019) of data sharing
infrastructure—that is, the relations and connections of data infrastructures to other technologies. Import-
antly, several of our contributions thematized the (lack of) sustainability of data infrastructures. The studies
suggest that this may be related to a lack of investments to sustain the practices of staff to work with data
infrastructure (Gangneux and Joss, 2022), but it is also reflected in a lack of investments in norms and the
adoption of technologies (Kersing et al., 2022).

A third insight concerns how practices of data innovation can be researched, bringing new methodo-
logical opportunities and challenges. It is noteworthy that several pieces in our collection, particularly
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those concerned with data sharing arrangements, took a rather conventional approach to qualitative
research, such as surveys, expert interviews, or focus groups. While these are suitable for the reconstruc-
tion of people’s experiences, rationalizations, and explanations of everyday life phenomena, they may be
less suited for observing (inter-)actions unfolding in process (as on-site observations would, for instance,
do), and they rely on the ability of interviewees to verbalize areas of interest. The choice of methods may
be related to how scholars conceptualize practices. If we consider the idea that practices are activities of
accomplishing social order that include speech acts, material artifacts, and routine activities, we broaden
the idea of a data practice. Some studies favored certain aspects of practices, including infrastructures,
actor relations, and broad-term descriptions of activities (e.g., Liva et al., 2023), while bracketing policy
promises from “actual practice.” However, following van Maanen’s commentary, we may argue that
rather than separating discourse from practice, discourse is an important practice in its own right that
frames goals and organizes activities that can stabilize the practice over time and give it durability. Some
of our contributions offer promising avenues to reconstruct data innovation practices, for instance, by
employing the ethnographic strategy of “scavenging”material (Wieringa, 2023) to assemble a variety of
empirical sources that account for the different symbolic and material aspects constitutive of data
innovation practices. Another promising route is by employing novel digital methods approaches that
shed light on the material aspects of data infrastructure, how they envision and enact particular kinds of
good social relations, and how these material aspects can be repurposed to study data practices (Gray,
2023). As Gray argues, the material traces of digital infrastructures and changes to these infrastructures
may offer empirical insights into how conventions and imaginations of public value and public life are
materialized and may enable or constrain certain actions with data and among actors.

4. Moving forward

These insights confirm that a practice-based approach adds value to the debate about data-driven
innovation. However, what are possible future areas of study to advance the understanding of data
policies and their translation into data innovation initiatives?

To start with, there is an opportunity to invitemore social scientific and humanities contributions and to
draw from their efforts to cross-pollinate between practice theories and topics such as infrastructure
development and its effects on users. Such topics are longstanding concerns in STS and recently also
emerging in fields like media and communication studies, as well as (critical) data studies (Leonelli,
2020). The different disciplinary contributions in this collection attest to the fruitfulness of practice
perspectives on data and policy, both to inform future policy interventions and to better conceptualize
what kinds of practices assemble and stabilize data policies and innovation initiatives.

We furthermore suggest that future studies could expand concepts and methods for studying data
practices. While future works may usefully adopt micro-sociological research methods to reconstruct the
daily activities of frontline staff, we note that the study of “larger” phenomena beyond micro-sociological
settings, such as “data ecosystems” or “algorithmic systems” does not have to rely on micro-sociological
concepts andmethods (Nicolini, 2016, see also Gray, 2023;Wieringa, 2023). A practice-oriented study of
these phenomena—for instance, how data ecosystems are done in practice—could take inspiration from
recent studies of media practices that take patterns of media consumption as an entry point into the
infrastructural constraints that matter for practical action (Magaudda and Piccioni, 2019; Dencik, 2020).
Another promising approach could include the ethnographic method of following actors and data around
as they circulate through organizational settings (Garnett et al., 2022). Rather than applying actor
mappings or relying on the reconstructions of senior staff members in public institutions, such a
perspective explores how people’s interactions with specific elements of data infrastructure—a database,
a dashboard, a dataset—can help explore their dependencies from infrastructures, but also other
constraints, such as norms regulating actions.

How data become valuable (or not) when it is circulated across settings is another intensely debated
topic (Hoeyer, 2019; Leonelli, 2019; Leonelli, 2020) that practice-theoretical studies could explore
further. Past studies have argued that the value of data circulation and reuse is realized through
expectations of future value (Datta Burton et al. 2022), professional recognition (Gonzalez-Betancor
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and Dorta-Gonzalez, 2021), as well as epistemic and material constraints (Tempini, 2020). The studies in
our collection suggest that the perceived value of data is an influencing factor for whether data is acquired
and used, highlighting the importance of its practical usefulness for public sector bodies. Future studies
could further systematize the practices through which data become meaningful and actionable when it
circulates across organizations, and explore how specific material and symbolic constraints may influence
its circulability.

Another opportunity for future investigations may consider what types of investment could formalize
different kinds of data practices, and explore the effects of these investments. The studies in our collection
suggest that data innovation initiatives and policies may be informed by certain kinds of investment while
also lacking particular symbolic investments (such as efforts to routinize and train frontline staff for new
dashboards), as well as material investments (when innovation initiatives are not supported by enough
staff or budgets). The studies suggest that a lack of investments in normative formalization may lead to
contestation among frontline workers over what roles they should adopt (a type of “investment” done by
frontlineworkers themselves). Future studies could explore the establishment of normative guidelines and
material resources (staff size, material infrastructure, budgets) that could structure different kinds of data
practices. These studies could approach investments in a broad sense, including beyond monetary
resources also the formulation of codes of conduct, opportunities for ethical reflection at work, and other
symbolic and material forms (Thévenot, 1984).
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